Abstract. We investigate rule dependency graphs and their colorings for characterizing the computation of answer sets of logic programs. We start from a characterization of answer sets in terms of totally colored dependency graphs. To a turn, we develop a series of operational characterizations of answer sets in terms of operators on partial colorings. In analogy to the notion of a derivation in proof theory, our operational characterizations are expressed as (non-deterministically formed) sequences of colorings, turning an uncolored graph into a totally colored one. This results in an operational framework in which different combinations of operators result in different formal properties. Among others, we identify the basic strategy employed by the noMoRe system and justify its algorithmic approach. Also, we distinguish Fitting's and well-founded semantics.
Introduction
Graphs constitute a fundamental tool within computing science. Similarly, in answer set programming [8] graphs are used for deciding whether answer sets exist [6] . We take the application of graphs further and elaborate upon using graphs as the underlying computational model for computing answer sets. To this end, we build upon the theoretical foundations introduced in [9, 1] . Accordingly, we are interested in characterizing answer sets by means of their set of generating rules. For determining, whether a rule belongs to this set, we must verify that each positive body atom is derivable and that no negative body atom is derivable. In fact, an atom is derivable, if the set of generating rules includes a rule, having the atom as its head; or conversely, an atom is not derivable, if there is no rule among the generating rules that has the atom as its head. Consequently, the formation of the set of generating rules boils down to resolving positive and negative dependencies among rules. For capturing these dependencies, we take advantage of the concept of a rule dependency graph, wherein each node represents a rule of the underlying program and two types of edges stand for the aforementioned positive and negative rule dependencies, respectively. For expressing the applicability status of rules, that is, whether a rule belongs to a set of generating rules or not, we color the respective nodes in the graph. In this way, an answer set can be expressed by a total coloring of the rule dependency graph. Of course, in what follows, we are mainly interested in the inverse, that is, when does a graph coloring correspond to an answer set of the underlying program; and, in particular, how can we compute such a total coloring. To this end, we start by identifying graph structures that allow for characterizing answer sets in terms of totally colored dependency graphs. We then build , where 
We omit the subscript f from u whenever the underlying program is clear from the context. An 
We need the following concepts for describing a rule's status of applicability. 
Definition 2. Let
In what follows, we use 
Deciding answersetship from colored graphs
The result in Theorem 1 started from an existing answer set induced from a given coloring. We now develop concepts that allow us to decide whether a (total) coloring represents an answer set by purely graph-theoretical means. To begin with, we define a graph structure accounting for the notion of recursive support. 
, and
Every uncolored RDG (with
) has a unique support graph possessing a largest set of vertices. We refer to such support graphs as maximal ones; all of them share the same set of vertices. For example, the maximal support graph of . Also, we introduce the concept of a blockage graph by means of~-subgraphs for capturing blockage relations.
Operational characterizations
The goal of this section is to provide operational characterizations of answer sets. The idea is to start with the empty coloring , if possible. This is done until an admissible coloring, encompassing an answer set, is obtained.
We concentrate first on operations deterministically extending partial colorings. 
exists. Now, we can define our principal propagation operator in the following way. In fact, the non-existence of 
A more detailed analysis of this relationship is given in the full paper [12] . The next operation draws upon the maximal support graph of colored RDG s. We show in the full paper [12] that ¦ H is reflexive, idempotent, monotonic, and answer set preserving. That is, for partial colorings A more detailed analysis of this relationship is given in the full paper [12] . We continue by providing a very general operational characterization that possesses a maximum degree of freedom. To this end, we observe that Corollary 4 can serve as a straightforward check for deciding whether a given total coloring constitutes an answer set. A corresponding guess can be provided through an operator capturing a non-deterministic (don't know) choice. We refer to such sequences also as coloring sequences. Note that all sequences satisfying conditions 1-5 of Theorem 8 are successful insofar as their last element corresponds to an existing answer set. If a program has no answer set, then no such sequence exists. Although this guess and check approach is of no great implementational value, it supplies us with a skeleton for the coloring process that we refine in the sequel. In particular, it stresses the basic fact that we possess complete freedom in forming a coloring sequence as long as we can guarantee that the resulting coloring is a fixed point of [12] ). We observe the following properties. In practical terms, this means that computations of successful sequences may be led numerous times on the "garden path".
As well-known, the number of choices can be significantly reduced by applying deterministic operators. Taking Property 6 and 7 together with 5 from Theorem 9, we see that propagation gradually enforces exactly the attributes on partial colorings, expressed in Theorem 3. Given that we obtain only two additional properties, one may wonder whether exhaustive propagation truly pays off. In fact, its value becomes apparent when looking at the properties of prefix sequences, not necessarily leading to a successful end. Then, we have properties [1] [2] [3] 5 in Theorem 9 and 6-7 in Theorem 11.
Using exhaustive propagations, we observe that except for Property 4 all properties of successful sequences, are shared by (possibly unsuccessful) prefix sequences. In the full paper [12] , we prove that propagation leads to shorter and fewer (prefix) sequences. What else may cut down the number of choices? Looking at the graph structures underlying an admissible coloring, we observe that support graphs possess a non-local, since recursive, structure, while blockage exhibits a rather local structure, based on arcwise constraints. Consequently, it seems advisable to prefer choices maintaining support structures over those maintaining blockage relations, since the former have more global repercussions than the latter. To this end, we develop in what follows a strategy that is based on a choice operation restricted to supported rules. Roughly speaking, the idea is then to "actively" color only supported rules and rules blocked by supported rules; all remaining rules are then unsupported and "thrown" into A T in a final step. . At first sight, this approach may seem to correspond to a subclass of the coloring sequences described above, in the sense that noMoRe enforces a maximum number of transitions described in Condition 2 above. To see that this is not the case, we observe the following property. In the full paper [12] , we discuss an alternative support-driven operational characterization using an incremantal version of . As well, we elaborate upon unicoloring strategies, using only one of the above choice operators instead of both.
Discussion, related work, and conclusions
Among the many graph-based approaches in the literature, we find some dealing with stratification [2] , existence of answer sets [6, 3] , or the actual characterization of answer sets or well-founded semantics [4, 3, 9, 11] . Our own approach has its roots in earlier work on default logic [13, 14, 17] . The usage of rule-oriented dependency graphs is common to [4, 3, 9] . In fact, the coloration of such graphs for characterizing answer sets was independently developed in [3] and [9] . While we borrow the term of an admissible coloring from the former, the work reported in Section 3 builds upon the latter and revises its definitions by appeal to the concept of a support graph. 2 Our major goal is however to provide an operational framework for answer set formation that allows us to bridge the gap between formal yet static characterizations of answer sets and algorithms for computing them. For instance, in the seminal paper [16] describing the smodels approach, answer sets are given in terms of so-called fullsets and their computation is directly expressed in terms of procedural algorithms. Our operational semantics aims at offering an intermediate stage that facilitates the formal elaboration of computational approaches. Our approach is strongly inspired by the concept of a derivation, in particular, that of an SLD-derivation [15] . This attributes our coloring sequences the flavor of a derivation in a family of calculi, whose respective set of inference rules correspond to the selection of operators.
Although we leave out implementational issues, some remarks relating our approach, and thus the resulting noMoRe system [1] , to the ones underlying dlv [5] and smodels [16] are in order. A principal difference manifests itself in how choices are performed. While the two latter's choice is based on atoms occurring (negatively) in the underlying program, our choices are based on its rules. An advantage of our approach is that we can guarantee the support of rules on the fly. Unlike this, support checking is a recurring operation in the smodels system, similar to operator
¦ R H
. On the other hand, this approach ensures that the smodels algorithm runs in linear space complexity, while a graph-based approach needs quadratic space in the worst case. This "investment" pays off once one is able to exploit the additional structural information offered by a graph. First steps in this direction are made in [10] , where graph compressions are described that allow for conflating entire subgraphs into single nodes. Propagation is more or less done similarly in all three approaches. smodels relies on computing well-founded semantics, whereas dlv uses Fitting's operator plus some backpropagation mechanisms.
To sum up, we build upon the basic graph-theoretical characterizations in [9, 11] for developing an operational framework for non-deterministic answer set formation. The general idea is to start from an uncolored RDG and to employ specific operators that turn a partially colored graph gradually in a totally colored one, representing an answer set. To this end, we have developed a variety of deterministic and non-deterministic operators. Different coloring sequences (enjoying different formal properties) are obtained by selecting different combinations of operators. Among others, we have identified the particular strategy of the noMoRe system as well as operations yielding Fitting's and wellfounded semantics. Taken together, the last results show that noMoRe's principal propagation operation amounts to applying Fitting's operator. Notably, the explicit detection of 0-loops is avoided by employing a support-driven choice operation. The noMoRe system is available at http://www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/ linke/nomore.
